Abstract. Let K(x, y) be the number in the title. There is a function/(/•), concave and decreasing with /(0) = 2 and /'(0) = 0 such that if r = ^Aog x /log y then as x -» oo with r fixed, K(x,y) =xexp(/(r)v/logx + 0(loglog x)2).
1. Introduction. In counting factorizations we make no distinction between 2-2-3, 2-3-2 and 3-2-2, and list four factorizations of 12: 12, 6 • 2, 4 • 3 and 3-2-2.
Let £(«) denote the number of such factorizations of «. MacMahon observed in about 1920 that Il^=2(l -4~')~X = 2^=xF(n)n~s. Shortly after that Oppenheim considered the average and maximum values of £(«) over the integers from 1 to x [4] . He found -2 £(«) = exp(2/íoi7)/2^:(logx)3/4, X n=\ as did Szekeres and Turan somewhat later [5] . Their proofs were complex analytic, arising from MacMahon's formula.
Here we are interested in what happens when factorizations with any large term are excluded. Let Fy(n) be the number of ways to write « as a product of factors d, 2 < d<y, and let K(x, y) -2*=1£r(«). How does K(x, y) decrease as y shrinks from x toward 1?
This question is evocative of the classic work of de Bruijn on ¥(x, y), the number of positive integers n < x with no prime divisor > y. There are structural as well as psychological similarities, as both ^ and K satisfy a similar recursion. Yet the similarity does not run very deep. We show, for instance, that for any fixed u > 0, limx^xK(x, xx/u)/K(x, x) = 1. By contrast, lim^ «,*(*, xw")/^(x, x) < 1 for u > 1, and the limit ratio approaches zero as u -» oo. It turns out that where for (x, y), u = logx/log y is the crucial parameter, for K(x, y) things depend on r = y/log x/log y.
Thus the situation is analogous to an economy where the rich hold most of the wealth. Namely, when u = log x/log y is large but r = y'log x /log y is not, most of the numbers less than x have been ruled out. The few with no prime factor >y which remain still contribute enough that K(x, y) is 99+ % of the whole count K(x, x).
Our main result is that K(x, y) is roughly xc\p(f(r)^\ogx), where f(r) is a certain concave decreasing function of r = y/log x /log y, with/(0) = 2 and/'(0) = 0.
The idea behind our factorization count estimate is that the count is related to the probability of a large deviation from the sample mean of the sum of some independent random variables.
We have what appears to be a new result about such deviations. Its statement and proof comprise § §5 and 6, which may be read independently. Given N independent random variables Yi uniformly distributed in \-\,\\, and a parameter a, we show roughly that the asymptotic estimate given by Chernoff s theorem as TV -> oo for Prob(| 2f y¡: | s* N | a |) holds in this case uniformly for N > 1 and -2<a<2 as a lower bound. It seems likely that the restriction to such simple Y 's is unnecessary but we need no greater generality.
We owe the reader a road-map to a first reading. §2 establishes some notation, touches again on the history of related topics and gives a simple estimate for K(x, y) which is reasonably accurate when y is on the order of log*. §3 can be read independently (and should be skipped initially); it contains a proof that K(x, y) K (x, x) even for y-as small as exp(^log x log log x). With such a small y, most « < x have some prime factor greater than y-and can make no contribution to K(x, y).
The proof of the main result begins in §4 with the establishment of the connection between K(x, y) and a question of probability. § §5, 6 and 7 should be skimmed for definitions and notation. The text of these sections is largely devoted to the painful but unavoidable task of working out the calculus of /(/•) and related functions.
In §8 we return to the main question, now replete with knowledge of f(r) et al., and prove a lower bound for K(x, y). In §9 we give a like upper bound for K(x, y), with a slightly weaker error term.
Our results can probably be generalized in various ways. For instance let Gv(n) denote the number of ways to write « as a product of divisors d, -y < d «£ y, with d ¥= -1, 0, or 1, and let K±(x, y) = 1xn=_xGy(n). It is not hard to estimate K± (x, y) as something like x exp(v/2/(/'/ -j2)^J\ogx ). Similar things should hold for e.g. the Gaussian integers, where we expect that with Kc(x,y) = #h:Sy{a + bi: 1 < a2 + b2 *zy) -{0,1,2,...} such that 2 £71°S I z I ** 71°S x \ Kc(x> y) W'U De something like xexp(i/m f(r/ v/77r)y/log x ).
2. The problem and some preliminary observations. A factorization of a natural number « is a solution in nonnegative integer exponents |rf of the equation
Thus 1 has one factorization, and 12 has four.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From (2.1), there exist Cx > 0, C2 > 0 such that K(t) =£ C,/exp(2 logl/2 Olog"3/41 for / s* e and so that the reverse inequality holds with C2 in place of Cx. Thus
y<d*íx/e < Cxx fx/er] exp(2 log'/2( V0)log"3/4(x/t) dt + 2x. y Let I(x, y) denote the integral in (3.3). Then /(*,>>)< log'/4 x/'~1/l08X(l -sy3/\xp(2((\ -s)\ogx)i/2) ds.
•'log v/log X Let u -logx/\ogy, v = logy\og2l x\og~l/2 x, and J -log1/2 x(l -\/u)~l/2.
Together with (2.1) this gives Zy<d^xK(x/d) < C6log-u+1/2 xK(x), and with (3.2), we have Theorem 3.1. For x 3= y and v = log y log"'/2 x log2' x > {-, K(x, y) 3=
Remark. In particular, \imx^x¡K(x,xl/u)/K(x) -1 for fixed u.
4. The probability connection. We now consider the case that log y = r~y log1/2 x, where r > 0 is not "too large" compared to x. Our main theorem is that K(x, y) = jcexp(/(/-)log1/2 x + O(loglogx)2) under suitable restrictions on r. Here/(r) is a certain function /: [0, oo) -(-oo, 2] with /(0) = 2, /'(0) = 0 and / decreasing and concave down on [0, oo). For details on /see §7. For precise lower and upper bounds on K(x, y) see § §8 and 9.
In this section we show how counting K(x, y) is related to probability. Our approach is to group factorizations £ of numbers near x according to how many of the factors lie in each of the intervals [a'-1,«*1] up to y. Then we sum over all possible interval counts.
Let a be that number nearest exp(log~4 x) such that B = log y/\og a is an integer, and let z be that number nearest log6 x such that A = log z/log a is an integer. Then a = exp(\og'4 x + 0(\og~9/2 x)), and z = log6 x + 0(log2 x). Very small factors turn out not to make much difference, so we start on a lower bound with K(x, y) > K(x, y, z). where £ = 2* + 1u,-. Most factorizations in K(x, y) have U2did near j:, so we should be able to replace UA + xa'Vi with x and not increase the right side of (4.2) by much. We can, but it is a long story, which we defer to §8, in part. If we neglect this difficulty temporarily, the other thing in (4.2) we must understand is Il* + ,1/u,!.
Consider the set SE of all V= [vA + x,...,vB] such that '2A + lvi = £. If £ > u ( = log x/log y) we cannot have FI a'"' < x for all V E SE.
Let SE(t) ={VE SE: 2BA + Xiv, *s t). Let QE(t) = 2Sf(,)n*+1(l/u,!), and let PE(t) = QeÍO/QeÍ00)-Then ° < pE(t) < I, and if Xx, X2,...,XE are independent integer valued random variables with probability 1/(2? -A) on {A + \, A +2,... ,2?} then we have for any £ s= 1, any A and B with ^ < B and any ?, Theorem 4.1. Prob(2fAr" < 0 = PE(t).
Proof. First we show 
and since £ *s log x, (4.4)
We now get a lower bound for PE and take £ to more or less maximize the right side of (4.4). 5 . Calculus of large deviations. To do the necessary calculations, we shall need to introduce a chain of probabilistic variables. In order of appearance, these are a, r (5.1), p (5.6), a (5.9), ß (5.10), and finally the promised function/(r) in §7. The uniform Chernoffs theorem, given in §6, is stated in terms of the function p(a) of the parameter a, which also appears in [1] . Intuitively, the significance of p is that in N independent trials of a random draw from [-y, {-] the sum is unlikely to fall outside (-Na/2, Na/2). The odds of this drop exponentially in N, like (p(a))N.
Let Wn, 1 < « < N, be independent, identically distributed random variables each with density X(s) = 1 for -\ < s < \ and 0 otherwise. For -{ < a < { and N > 1 let P(a, N) = Prob(| 2^. | > TV | a |). By a theorem of Bernstein [1] , P(a,N)< (p(a))N, where p is the function given by (5.6) below, and in [1] . In the other direction, from Chernoff's theorem [1] for fixed a, \imN_00j¡ log P(a, N) = log p(a). We make this uniform in a, -{-< a < {. We defer an exact statement of the theorem and its proof to §6 as we shall need a mass of information about p and related quantities first.
We start by defining t: (-\, {) -> (-oo, oo). Let r(a) be the unique real number t such that fl(2y-axeTX dx = 0. Thus t(0) = 0, r(a) > 0 for 0 < a < {, and t is continuous on (-{, {). Also r is odd.
Proof. With this value for a, the defining integral works out to zero. Remark. Using (5.1) to express t in terms of a, cos!i(t/2) and sinh(i-/2) gives a recursion which tends to r(a). Newton's method requires a longer program but converges faster. Proof. The derivative is calculated from the formula given above for a(r).
Thus limT_0 a/j = jj and limu^0 r/a = 12.
(5.4) For t ¥= 0, d2a/dr2 = -2t"3 + icosh(T/2)sinh"3(T/2). On (0, oo), d2a/dr2 <0 and a(r) is concave, on (-oo,0), d2a/dr2 > 0 and û(t) is convex, and (¿V¿t2)(0) = 0.
Proof. For t ^ 0, d2a/dr2 is calculated from (5.3). Since t is odd so is d2a/dr2. That d2a/dr2 < 0 on (0, oo) follows from 8 sinh3(T/2) > t3 cosh(r/2) for t > 0, or equivalently sinh3(i) > 53cosh(i) for s > 0. We prove this by comparing power series.
We divide by i3 and need (1 + ¿2/3! + .y4/5!+ ■••)3>(1 + s2/2!+j4/4! + • • • ). It is sufficient to show that the s2" coefficient on the left exceeds that on the right for « > 1. There are three cases: « = 0, 1 or 2 mod 3.
If 2« = 6m, say, then the s2n term on the left includes (i2m)3((2m + l)!)"3 > s6m/(6m)] since by induction on m, ((2m + l)!)3 < (6m)! for m > 1. The other cases are left to the reader. Now at 0, d2a/di2 = limT^0 i~\da/di --^) and da/dr = -fj + 0(t2) from the proof of (5.3) so this limit is zero. D (5.5) -1< (J--| a |)T(fl) < 1 and lim._,/2(i -a)r(a) = 1. Proof. Since t is odd it is sufficient to prove this for 0 < a < {. Now
and cosh(r/2)/sinh(T/2) = 1 + 0(e'T) as t -> oo when a -» {, so as a -> { and t -» oo. D The p(a) of the introduction to §5 can now be defined.
Definition. For -\ < a < j-let p = p(a) = inf,fl{}2-aetx dx.
(5.6) For a = ± x, p(a) = 0. For -\ < a < \, the defining infimum is obtained with t = t(ö), p(0) = 1 and for a * 0, p(a) = e-a\2/7)ûnh(r/2).
Proof. Routine calculus. Remark. Exponential centering of the probability density function
yields the probability density function
which is centered in the sense that fxfa(x) dx -0.
(5.7) For -{ < a < {, dp/da = -p(a)r(a). Proof. Routine from (5.3) and (5.6) except at 0. Since p is even we just need lima_0+ p(a) -1 and lima_0+ dp/da -0. The first follows from (5.6) and from (2/T)sinh(T/2) -> 1 as t -» 0. For the other, lima_0. p(a) = 1 and lima^0+ r(a) = 0 so lima_0+ dp/da = lima"0+ -p(a)r(a) = 0. D (5.8) lima^ 1/2 p(a) = 0 and lima_ x/2 p(a)r(a) = e. Proof.
For Q<a<{, p(a) < i\//22Zaae0/2~ar'xdx by definition, so p(a) < j(i/2-a)eo/2-a)->xdx = (i -fl)(?. For the second claim, pi = 2e-aTsinh(i-/2) from (5.6) and ar = (j -1/t + 0(<Tt))t as t ^ oo from (5.1). Since sinh(i-/2) = ieT/2(l + 0(e"T)), pr = exp(l + 0(re-T))(l + 0(e~r)) -e as t -oo.
Thus p is continuous and differentiable on [-{,{-], even, decreasing on [0, {] and positive except that it is 0 at ± x. From (5.7) for -| < a < {-, d2p/da2 = -(t2 + dr/da)p < 0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since dr/da > 0. Since dp/da is decreasing, -e < dp/da < e for -\ < a < |, so Proof. Evaluating the defining integral for a and using (5.6), Since /? and t3/? are bounded on any interval [0, \ -e] as functions of a, there exists C7 > 0 such that ß < C1 and | t3 | ß < C7 for -{-< a < {.
Remark. To use exponential centering we must estimate Prob(2f Z, > 0), where the Z, are N independent random variables each with density fa(x). The BerryEsseen inequality, or more precisely some of Zolotarev's elaborations, permit this. The parameters ß and a are needed to find the Liapunov ratio (see §6). And p gives us the connection between probabilities for the Z, and the original Y¡. Now if toJÑ < 1 we take x = \, and then C9xpNe-""^ < C9e~Y. Otherwise we take x = (ra/ZV)-1-Since to is bounded above by some C10 > 0 for 0 < a < {-, we have an absolute constant C,, > 0 such that P(a, N) s* CxxN~l/2pN for 0 « a < jand N »1. To make this plan go we need two things. We need to supply details for the various estimates connecting (4.4) to (7.0), and we need to know more about g(h, r) = (-« log r -« log « + « + « log p), in particular how to choose h = h(r) to maximize g(h, r). This second requirement motivates the definitions and calculations that follow.
Let g(h, r) = (-« log r -« log h + h + h log p({ -f )) for h> r, and -oo otherwise. Let f(r) = sup^>rg(«, r). (This is the f(r) of §4.) We prove (7.1 )/(/•) is a decreasing function of r on (0, oo).
(7.2)lim^0/(/-) = 2. We conclude the section with a short table of h(r) and/(r) generated on a pocket computer.2
There are conditions limiting r and h in terms of x on the estimation of Pe(tt, t2) by p/: but we defer discussion of this.
First we prove (7.4) . From g(h, r) = -Alogr -h log h + h + «logp with p = P(i -%) we have (7.7) 3g/3A = -log r -log « + log p -rr/h, and (7.8) 32g/3A2 = -1/« -(r2/h3) dr/da < 0.
Since lim A_r+ g(«, r) = limh^0Og(h, r) = -oo,g(/i, r) is concave as a function of « on (r, oo) and drops at both ends. Thus there is a unique « = h(r) such that 9g/3« = 0, and for that A, g(«, r) = /(/•).
To prove (7.5) we show dh/dr > 0. Since 3g/3« = 0 when « = A(r), (7.9) -log r -log « 4-log p -rr/A = 0 when A = h(r).
For r > 0, (7.9) defines h(r) as an implicit function of r. From (7.9) we calculate (writing A for h(r)) that ,, ,, hi r2 dj \l r2 di , where t = r(a) and a = (\ -j¡). We claim dh/dr > 0.
Since dr/da > 0 for all a in (-|, I), this will follow from (r2/h2)dr/da > 1, or equivalently, from dr/da > ({--a)"2, i.e. da/dr < ({--a)2.
In §5 we found If í > 0 we multiply both sides of (7.12) by s. Then squaring both sides, using cosh2 = 1 + sinh2 and simplifying, one gets 1 < s2 + s2/sinh2(i), which follows from sinh(i) < scosh(s) for s > 0.
If s < 0, we multiply (7.12) by s sinh(s ) > 0 and let v = -s. Then (7.12) becomes
If v > 1 the left side of (7.13) is < 0 while the right side is positive. If 0 < v < 1 then (7.12) is equivalent to (7.14) «*•(!_ ,)<(,_!+'). simplifying we reduce (7.14)2 successively to (¿ -l)2 < -2(| -1) + 1/sinh2 v, tõ < coshu/sinhu, and finally to sinh v < v cosh v for v > 0. This proves (7.14), (7.12), (7.11) and the claim that dh/dr > 0.
We now prove limr^0+ h(r) = 1. For fixed A > 0, lim 3g/3A = lim (-log r -log A + log p -rr/A) = lim (-log r -log A + log(er/A) -1) from (5.5) and (5.8) = -21ogA.
Let 1 > e > 0. For r sufficiently small, if A < 1 -e then 3g/3A > 0, and if A > 1 + e then 3g/3A < 0. Since 3g/3A is decreasing on (/*, oo), the value A = h(r) for which 3g/3A = 0 lies in (1 -e, 1 + e) for r sufficiently small. That is, lim,^* h(r) -1.
Since dh/dr > 0, h(r) is increasing and greater than 1 on (0, oo). To show h(r)/r decreasing we note dh/dr < h/r, which follows from (7.10). This completes the proof of (7. Now f(r) = g(A(r), r) so df/dr = og/or + (ag/ah)dh/dr. But at h = h(r), dg/dh = 0 so fl/Ar = dg/dr = -h/r + r. Since a = \ -Lh and (| -a)r < 1 from §5, i///dV < 0 for 0 < a < {. At a = 0 (A(r) = 2r), df/dr = -2. For a < 0, -A/r and t are both negative so again df/dr < 0. This proves (7.1).
As r -» 0, h(r) -> 1, /-/A -» 0 and a -» 5. From a = cosh(r/2)/2sinh(T/2) -| we have (5 -a) = j -l/(eT -1) so ¿///i/r = -T2/(eT -r -1) (which gives another proof that df/dr < 0), and so limr_0* ¿///dr = 0. In fact df/dr --/-2e~'A°(l) as r -> 0-Pursuing this would yield an asymptotic expansion for/(r) at 0 but we have no need for one.
We now prove limr_0* /('") = 2. For e > 0 there exists 8, 0 < 8 < 1, such that if 0<r<Sandl<A<l+o then | 3g/3A |< e and h(r) < 1 + 8. Thus for 0 < r < o, \ftr)-g(l,r) |<£S<£. Now hm^0' g(l, r) = limr^0+(-logr + 1 + logier)) = 2. Thus lim,._()t g(h(r), r) = 2.
To prove / concave down we show that df/dr is decreasing. Since h(r)/r is decreasing as a function of r, so is a = (5 -r/h(r)). Thus if df/dr = (r -({--a)~]) is an increasing function of a or of r, it is decreasing as a function of r. Differentiating (t -(^ -a)~]) with respect to r gives ({ -a)~2 (-da/dr) + 1 and this is positive since from (7.10), (^ -a)2 > da/dr. 8. The lower bound for K(x, y).
Theorem 8.1. There exists a real constant CXb such that if r = y'log x /log y and if (4 log log x )" ' < r < 7j yjlog x /log log x, then log K(x, y) > log x + f(r)j\og x -C16((l + r)2loglogx). Since <?2 -qx ~ log2 x/log y > 1 /log x and since £=slogx, this last is 3= log"2 x Prob(| 2f y¡ | » | è |). Now 42 = -i-£+ (log x/log y)(1 -A(l +logz)log-1/2x+ 0(log z/log x))
(1 -rlogzlog-1/2x)M, so for r< Tjlog ' xlog2 x, <?2/£ i(l -0((h -r)\ogz + h)\og-l/2x) = "2 + Í +o(Hog2xlogM/2x). Now q2 -qx ~ r\og2 x log_'/2 x so qx and b are also -\ + j, + o(rlog2xlog-|//2 x). We now estimate the effect of replacing a = (-\ + j¡) with a' = b/E = (-5 + £ + o(rlog2xlog_1/2x)).
For small /-, say r < ^, 0 > a> a' so p(a) > pia'). But ¿/log p/ifa = -r(a) so log p(a) -log p(a') < (a -a') | r(a') | < 4(û -a') | t(ö) | because 2(a' + |) > (a + 2) so that r cannot increase by any large factor between a and a'. The claim 2(a' + j) > ia + \) amounts to 2(r/A) + o(rlog2 xlog-'/2 x) > r/h, and since A is bounded for 0 < r < 5 this holds for x sufficiently large. Now | r(a) |< h/r and (a -a') = o(rlog2 xlog"1/2 x) so log p(a) -logp(a') = o(Alog2xlog_1/2x).
For r sufficiently large (r > CX1), 0 < a' < a so logp(a) < logp(a'). In the intermediate interval (3,C,7) , |t| is bounded so again logp(a) -logp(a') = o(Alog2 xlog_l/2 x). Thus in any case log p(a) -log p(a') < o(Alog2 xlog_1/2 x), so Alogl/2xlogp(a) -£logp(a') *S o(A2log2x).
Since A = 0(1 + r), this proves that We have r > (41og2 x)_l and r < yVlog'/2 xlog2' x, and p > r/h > \r as r ~> 0, while p > (1 -r/h) > Cxl/r as r -00 from (7.6). Thus the error terms above reduce to 0((\ + r)2log2 x) and we have log£(x, y)^logx+fir)fioJx~ -Cl6(l +r)2log2x. D 9. Upper bounds. We keep the same notation with the minor difference that the random variables Xl are now on [A, A + 1,_2?-1}.
Theorem 9.1. For r = ^log x /log y, r «£ C!9logl/4x, we have K(x, y) < xexp(/(r)ylogx + o((loglogx) + r2 log logx)).
Proof. There are two new issues here. First, we must consider all possible values of £ and not just pick one out which seems to give a large contribution, and we must also consider the possibility that 2fX is considerably less than log x/log a. Second, the small divisors id < z) cannot be dismissed out of hand. Their effect, nonetheless, remains insignificant. We begin with some estimates. Let C -\ + [logz/log2]. A Now for £ E S(x, y), £(»(£)) < log x/log z, so (1 + 0(log"2 x))F{S) = O(l). Also 2r'(f72/w/) < iFiv))2/wx = 0(1) for i E S(x, j). Thus for £ E 5(x, >>), there is C18 > 0 so that (9. 4) n' fVj + WJ ~l ) < c1B(« -i)^v<°> n' (i a/). ¿ \ J I A For the "small divisors" we need not be so precise. For £ E Six, y), let F^m) = lcxUj and G,(t7) = IfjUj. Then
Thusif£ES(x, j), («t nj^^-'j'n'l^^^c^-.r-Arj'o/v).
For fixed ¿7 and v the number of £ E Six, y) such that «(£) = ü and ¿5(£) = tJ is thus <Cx¿a-l)nS)xUA~\l/Vj\).
To count the number of « with G,(«) < log x/log2 (so that if for some £ E S(x, y), «(£) = ¡7 then Ufd^ 3= 2C|<") need not exceed x), we introduce NiRx, R2)= #{ii: l^'jUj^ R2 and the u/s are nonnegative integers for 1 <j<Rx}.
Lemma 9.2. NiRx, R2) < iRx\y2iR2 + R2X)R< for all integers Rx and R2 > 1. 
Mi-m
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